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Introduction 

In 1973 the Yukon Game Branch started a series of game 

surveys with the aim to obtain gradually a complete inven

tory of the Yukon' s wildlife resource. such an inventory 

is essential for proper game management. 

During that year (1973) the south-central. Yukon was 

covered, an area of about 5000 quare miles bordered by the 

Alaska Highway in the north, the Haines Road i.n the west, 

and the B.C.-Yukon boundary in the south. 

This report covers the inventory work done during the 

1974/75 fiscal year. The area worked - the south-western 

Yukon - covers about 18, 000 square miles and:1. s 'bordered 

by the Alaska Highway in the south, the Klondi.ke Highway 

in the east and ll . .,rth, and the Alaska-Yukon boundary in the 

west. 

The inventory work is done is two stages: summer work 

in July and August is meant to document the abundance and 

distribution of dall sheep and goats, while winter work in 

late February and March is involved wi th caribou and moose 

and the locating of cri tical winter ranges. Since no goats 

are found anymore in this area, this report is confined to 

a dall sheep inventory. 

About 30,000 dollars are set aside in the Game Branch 

budget during the 1974/75 fiscal year for inventory work, 

about half that amount was spent for the summer work reported 

on here. 
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Expendi tures 

For the purpose of this inventory work a Hiller 

helicopter (12E CF-OKQ) was contracted. This type of 

helicopter is particularly useful for this type of work 

because it offers good visibili ty and allows one observer 

to si t on each side of the pilot: it is also powerful 

enough to handle fairly strong winds in mountainous 

terrain. It belongs to the Yukon based company "Yukon 

Air" and was piloted by Chuck Ford, a very experienced 

man wi th a thorough knowledge of the Yukon I s geography. 

To cover the area most economically we operated out 

of Beaver Creek, Burwash Landing, Kluane Lake. Haines 

Junction, Whitehorse and Minto. 

The charter coat of the helicopter was $145.00 per 

hour of flying plus fuel and transportation of fuel to 

strategic locations in the field. 

A total of about 93 hours were used during the 

summer inventory, which amounts to about $13,500 charter 

cost. In addition $800 were used to purchase aircraft 

fuel, $700 for meals and accommodations of a crew of 

two plus the pilot for this 2' ,to 3 week period, and 

$300 for transportation of fuel into the field. The 

tota1 cost of this summer inventory worktt:.herefore amounted 

to $15,350. 

The game branch budget made allowance of $ 30,000 
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for inventory work during the 1974/75 fiscal year. 

Half of this was meant to be spent for summer survey 

and the other half for winter work. Our expenditures 

for the summer inventory are therefore fully in line 

with our planning. 
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Methods 

This survey was carried out between July 17, 1974 

and August 7, 1974: during this period 16 days had 

weather condi tiona sui table for flying. Aircraft fuel 

had been transported to strategic locations within the 

area before the survey started, and we operated out of 

the following base stations: \'ihi te River (near Beaver 

Creek), Burwash Landing, Kluane Lake (Bayshore Motel), 

Haines Junction, Minto and Whitehorse. 

As already pointed out the inventory was done with 

a Hiller l2E helicopter piloted by Chuck Ford, Game 

Branch staff members M. Hoefs and G. Lortie served as 

navigators, observers and recorders. Summary Table 1 

lists which observers did the various areas of the sur

vey (H - Hoefs, L or G - Lortie). Whenever weather 

conditions permitted so, we did one morning and one 

afternoon flight of 3 to 4 hours each. The individual 

flight reports are attached as an appendix to this 

report. 

Previous surveys have shown that the most appro

priate time for sheep and goat inventories are the 

months of July and August. At this time the snow has 

melted in the mountains and the great majority of these 

animals have migrated to alpine elevations. Their white 
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coat colour is fairly easy to locate against the dark 

green background of alpine meadows. Our surveys are 

being restricted to July, since flying during August 

would greatly interfere with hunting at that time. 

During these summer surveys an attempt is made to 

get complete coverage and total counts. The total area 

to E.,f!." covered is divided into physiographic sub-di vi~, 

on many of them the sheep populations appear to be 
t>I ,; '.e..; p -J. 

--con t±naed. At least, it is highly unlikely that sheep 

cross from one of such areas to another during the time 

of our survey_ The flight path is traced on a map 

(1:250 000) to assure good coverage of an area. Whenever 

a sheep band is located one close pass is made to classify 

the sheep into rams (legal and young), nursery sheep and 

lambs. If a large group is encountered it is necessary 

to land at a safe distance of perhaps a mile and do an 

accurate classification through a spotting scope. Flight 

reports are wri tten up in the evenings after a day's 

surveys, givinq details on the terrain, observations on 

winter ranges and other animals, the numbers of sheep and 

the total numbers estimated to be in the area considering 

terrain type, percentage of coverage, weather conditions 

and visibili ty. 

The physiographic sub-divisions used, the winter 

ranges catalogued, and the numbers of sheep docum'f,Hlted 
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are listed in this report and on the map that accompanies 

it. 

This report only mentions the sheep in the area. 

Goats do no longer exist here, and caribou and moose wil.l. 

be dealt with after the completion of the winter surveys. 
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SUB-DIVIBIOIS USED IR SHBBP SURVEY 

Por the purpose of this summer'. survey the Ruby

.i .• ling and Dawson Range. were divided up into Bub 

un1 ts primarily baaed on physlog:raphy, to many of wh:1ch 

• qiven aheep population appreared to ba more or lea. 

confined: even though this doe. Dot apply to 80118 of 

thea. 

The.e sub-divisions were given letters and numbers 

in an alphabetical manner. the sequence followed the 

date. of the surveys. Most sub-d.ivisions we confined 

to a qiven outfitting area, though 80me overlap out-

11 tt1nq area boun4ar1... in particular between the 

area. of V. HASSARD and Vic HO'l"lB. 

The detailed boundaries of the 1ndi vidual u1 ta can 

be looked up at the accom.panying map i and detailed 

survey. reports: only a very 'Jeneral description is 

given here. 

Sub-divisions A, B, C" D and rare 10cated in 

R. DIeKSOH'S outfitting area. 

Area A consists of the Jlutzotin Range and Miles 

Ridge north of R. DICKSO.'S base camp ,a~ 'lchaWSMon 

Lake, while area B consista of the rang- south of the 

above lake and include Flat Top. Rabbit and Centre 

Mountaina. This range extenc!a across the Alaskan 

boundary and. about half of the sheep hab1 tat on this 
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range is located on the Alaskan side. Are. C 1s a low 

mountain range between the White and Donjek, River north 

of the Alaska Highway and Wolf Lake and south of riah

hole Lake. It include. Koidern Mountain. Area r cons1ats 

ofsaveral small mountains between the Donjek River in 

the east and north, Wolf Lake in the northeast, and the 

Alaska Highway in the southwest. It include. several 

unnamed peaks between 5000 and 6000 feet elevation. A~.a 

D is a low, elonQated range extending into OSTASHIJ(* S 

outfitting area. Xt 18 bordered by the Swanson Creek. 

valley in the south, the Donjek RiveX' ini:t.he east and 

the headwaters of Gr.Y~ing Creek in the north. 

Sub-divisions E. G. H, I are inJ. OSTASHEK'S 
~ 

outfitting area as wall a. are •• U, V, W in the Dawson 

RIU'UJ .... to be listed later on in the description. 

Al'ea B con.1sts of 3 small 1Il0untain ranga. loca'ted 

between the Xluane and Donjek Rivera north of the 

A1aaka Hightray. Area G 1s a large range. consisting of 

n.inemDre,or less discrete sub-divisions located between 

Talbot Arm of Kluane Laka in the east" Klu&ne Lake and 

the Alaska Highway in the south, Kluane River in the 

west, and the b ;oad valley formed by T1nc:up Creek. the 

southern Arm of Onion Creek, and the headwaters of 

Dwarf Birch Creek. in the north. It inc1udea the lRount-
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a1n rang-es around 'lineup, Donjek and Tchavchmon Lakes • 

• a "ell as 1:be large area between Talbo't. AX'JR and 

Brooks Arm and Brooks Creek of Kluane Lake. 

Area H consists of eight sub units of varying 

sizes in the Hi.ling Range bordered approximately by 

Dwarf Birch Creek in the southeast,! the 81slinq Riyer 

in the northeast .. the Grace Lake valley in the west. 

and the valley foned by Tincup Cre .. k and the be.a

vaters of the south fork of Onion Creek in the south 

west. 

Area I cons1sts of three sub lJni ts of mediulIl a1z •• 

in the Hisling Ran;. alonq the eastern boundary of 

OSTASHBX'S outfit.ting areatl' It. i. bordered by DWarf 

Birdh Creek in the northwest, Talbo1;,C·r •• k lnthe south, 

and Tyrell Creek in the .a.t. Ixchange of' sheep between 

Area 1-1 'and 1( .. 2 in HOTTI'S outfitt,ing area 1s
t 
certain, 

and exchange bet.ween %.1 and J ... l in HASSARD'S area 1. 

likely. 

Sub-cSt vision. J and portions of. J( are in Vi HASSAJU)I'S 

outfitting area. Are J conials·ts of 'four large ,:\nits. 

bordered by Kluane Lake and Talbot Axm in the west.. Wi< . 

'1'al~t Creek in thft notth. the Alaska Highway in the 

south, and Alaaki:te Creek, Gladstone Lake, Venus Creek, 

Fourth of July Creek and Jarvis River 1n the •• st while 
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Areas J-l and J-4 appear to be .or.or 1 ••• discrete. 

interchanqe of animals between :1-1 and J-2, as well 

as between .1-1" J-2 and 1<-3 (in HOfts" S outf1 ttinq 

area) is likely. Half of areas K-3 and K-4 are also 

in V. HASSARn'Soutf1tt1nq region. 

Sub-dl visions L, H, portions of It,. II. C,as ..,.11 

.s a, a, s, t (in the Dawson Ratlqe) are included in 

Vic HOTTBiS outf.tt:tln9 area. Area l( con.lata of five 
)., 

sUb unit. of varying 81.8.. Sub unit K"S ia locat.ed 

north of the Jlisl1ng River. It isbostd,ered by Maloney 

Cr •• k,1nthe north; schist C,reek in the east, and the 

lItsling River in th. south and west. The remaining 

It unite i (J( 1, 2, 3, 4) are bordered by Rial1ng River 

in the north.; Tyrell, Alaskite and Venus Creek in the 

\test, Twelfth of July Creek in the south. and. Stevens 

Lake and Sekulaun Lake. % ••• 0 Creek ,1n the •• at. 

Portions of sub unit. X .... 3 and K-4 are .1n V.. HASSAR.D· S 

outfitting are., and exchange of animai.. between :a<. .... 2 

and 1-1 in OS'lASHBl<'S area 1s known to occur. 

Area L consists of three large (x.-2. L-3, L-4) 

and one small (rr.l) sub unit.. z....l 1s locatad along 

the northern end of Sekulaun Lake - on i t.s west shore .. 

the northern and western boundary of the area being

Albert Creek. The r_ined L units (1.-2, L-3, L-4) are 
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bordered by Isaac Creek in the north, Twelfth of Ju1y 

Creek, .everal 811a11 lakes and two unnamed creeks and 

the Jarvis River valley in the weat, Se'kulmun LB. 

and west Aishih1k River in the east, and the Al.slta 

Hi9hw.y in the south. Interchange of animals between 

L-3 and L-4, L-2 and L-3" a8 well .s L-2., L-3 and K-4 

ia likely to occur. 

Are. M consists of 4 large sub un! 't.a , all of which 

appear to be ·-discrete", in particular M-l, with li:-ttle 

interchange of ani.als between them. Sub unit M-l is 

located between Se'kul18UD Lake and A1sh.1hik Lake, the 

West Aishih1k. River being the southern boundary. Sub 

'.":"':' unit M-2 18 located along the east"slCtia of the Aiahihilc 

road, Cracker Creek, Moraine Lake and the headwaters 

of the lIordemakoild River making up the eastern bound

ary" the Alaska Highway fObS tbe southern boundary. 

Sub unit Jt.l ia the mount:ain J:'anqe around Lonq 

Lake and east southeast froll Long' Lake to Hutshi Lake 

and the Bordenskoild River. 

SUb un! t H .. 4 CODsists of several .low lIountains 

around Kirkland Creek including Triangulation lit. and 

Nt. Vowles. 

Are •• 18 a •• al1 aounta1n ranq. north of the 

Alaska Highway. It is bordered by Cracker Creek and 
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Moraine Lake in the west and by Mendenhal1 River and 

Taye Lake in the east. 

Area 0 is officially known as "Sifton Ranqe". 

It was surveyed last year. but since it 18 included 

in V. HOTTEIS outfitting area. the survey data are 

listed in this report. 

Are. P is officially known &8 tlMinars Rang.··. 

Part of it 1. included in V. HOTTIIPS outf1ttinq area. 

It wa. surveyed this summer as well .s in 1913. 

Areas Q, R, S, 't of the Daw80nRange are put at 

V. HOTTI • S outf 1 tting: :»iiVion. 

Area Q includes Mt. Kansen, Victori.a Mt. and Ht. 
,",<;If" 

McDade located about 20 miles ealt·of Carmacks. 

Area It includes Nt. Klaza and ,te located between '. ~. 

I<laza Creek and Big Creek. 

Atea S includ.es Pro.,eet .. Nt. and Apex Nt. and 

is located nOJrth of'Big Creek_ 

Area '1, parallels the boundary between V. HoTTE' S 

and J. OSTASHBJ(' S outfi ttingregioDs. Xt includes 

Ht. Cockfield .. ~ the north and Mount Pattison in the 

south. 

Areas V, V and Ware loaated in the northern 

half of OSTASHEK'S outfitting region. Are. U is a 

low mountain range between the lIisling and the Klo-
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taB.in Rivers. Area W 18 located alonq the YUkon 

River north of the Klota8.1n River bet.ween the mouth 

of Coff.e Creek and Br1 tenn!a Creek. Are. V i8 a 

••• 11 low mountain range southwest of the 1fisling 

River and e.at of of Grayllne Creek in 'the central 

portion of OSTASHBKIS outfitting req1on. 

Area X and Yare open only to resident hunters 

and are located north of DIeRSoH'S outfitting region. 

Are. X 1. located between the White and Yukon Rivers 

near their confluence, and are. Y i8 located west 

of the White River and east o~ Scottie Creek. 

The size. of the various area. d.scribed are 

listed in this report. 
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Resu~ ts of Classified sheep count 

Table 1 summarizes the classified counts by nursery 

sheep, lambs, legal rams and young rams, broken down into 

the numbers encountered in the various physiographic sub

divisions described earlier. 

The total number of sheep observed was 3780 and the 

total number estimated to inhabi t this area .18 around 4591. 

Over most of the counting our survey was done in great 

detail and the estimated numbers can be expected to be 

within + 10% of the real numbers. 

One large area, however, bordered by Aishihik Lake in 

the west, the Dawson Range in the north, and the Klondike 

Highway in the east, could only be superficially covered. 

Part of this area is sub-division M3 and M4. In this area 

sheep density is very low and small groups or individual 

animals may be encountered in widely dispersed small niches 

of habitat. Little information would have been obtained 

from intensive searches in this area, the cost of which do 

not justify the returns. 

Table 1 lists the sheep population in detail and it 

is therefore not necessary to repeat them here. The total 

numbers per area are also listed on the map. In genera1 it 

can be said that the Ruby Range has the most sheep (about 

3600), followed by Nisling Range (500), Dawson Range (200), 

Miners Range (125) and Sifton Range (105). 
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Producti vi ty 

Over 90% of the nursery bands located during this 

survey could be classified into "nursery sheep" (ewes,. 

year11nqs of either sex, some young 2 to 3 year old rams) 

and "l.ambs of the year". This classification resulted in 

2,07Z "nursery sheep" and 593 "lambs of the year" or a 

ratio of lambs to nursery sheep of 29%. This is poor 

productivity and considerable lower than last year's 

lamb crop of 36% for the south-central Yukon (Heynen's, 

Callison's and Babala's areas). There was great varia

tion between areas in this year' s lamb crop, the lowest 

being observed in Area M-l, between Aishihik and Sekulmun 

Lakes with only 12%. Also very low were Areas M-2 and 

M-3, east of Aishihik Lake, wi th 21%. Area K-S, an 

isolated small population north of the Nisling River had 

a productivity of only 21%. On the other extreme was 

Area H-6 in ostashek.' S outfi tting region wi th a pro

ductivity of 46%, and Area A in Dickson's outfitting 

region with 35%. A productivity as high as 56", as was 

observed last year (1973) in the Primrose Mt. Area (7) in 

Callison' s outfi tting region, was no where observed this 

year in the Ruby, Nisling and Dawson Ranges. 
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RATIOS OF RAMS TO NURSERY SHEEP 

While the ratio of all rams to nursery sheep will 

vary greatly with the hunting pressure a given population 

is exposed to, the ratio of young rams (up to 5 years of 

age or les8 than 2700 curl) should be fairly constant • 

. Lonq-term observations of a protected population 

in Kluane Park (Hoefs, 1973) revealed that this ratio is 

about 26/100 or 26%. 

The following table shows that this ratio also exists 

in hUnted population. Only those statistics are used in 

this table which are known to be total counts or something 

approaching total counts of a given population. 

TABLE: 2 

AREA NURSERY SHEEP YOUNG .. .RAMS RATIO 

A ( to\a·l) 9S 32 r 34:100 

B ( total) 431 91 23:100 

B-3 1'1' .. -->t,~t '~r • .w,;. II(~.'" 
.. :t. !" 44 11 ''''1''''''~'''~;"A 25: 100 

J-1 199 43 22:100 

J-2 86 46 53:100 

J-3 145 37 25:100 

L-3 220 78 35:100 

M-l 100 24 24:100 

N 27 6 22:100 

p 73 18 25:100 

White Mt. 21 6 29:100 

TOTALS: 1441 398 28:100 
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This percentage of 28% is very similar to the 

expected 26% as observed in Kluane park, and it has 

therefore been used to calculate the numbers ·Of young 

rams expected to be in a given population when only 

the number of nursery sheep could be accurate1y estab

lished. 

Even though almost all of the areas surveyed are 

subject to hunting pressure to varying degrees at 

least one area (A in Dickson's outfitting region) 

receives such little hunting pressure that a comparison 

to K1uane park populations 1s possible. Hoefs (1973) 
(~, :~ 

observed over a 5-year period that the ratio of total 

rams (rams that are in ram bands during the summer 

months) to nursery sheep in the "Sheep Mountain" 

population was 66:100. The ratio observed in Dickson's 

area "AU in 1973 was 64:100. Dickson's area "B" also 

recei ves li ttle hunting by this ou tfi tter, however, it 

ranges into Alaska and it 18 hunted there to an un

known degree. All other areas surveyed are ei ther 

hunted or .,they are too small for valid com;t? .. a.:~roi~ons. 

The close aqreemen t between Area "A" in Dicksona 

outfit and that observed in Kluane Park indicates that 

the natural population structures inside and outside 

of Kluane Park are similar and that observations made 

in the Park can be used to compute suggested harvest 

data. 
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Sheep Dens! ties 

TO compute the densi. ties of sheep in the various 

physiographic sub-divisions, the acreage of tn...ose 

areas above the 4500' con tour lines was determi.ned by 

use of planimeters. Not all the habitat abov~ this 

elevati.on is used by sheep, but there is also winter 

range below this a1 ti tude which is used, and t..herefore 

serves in a compensatory manner. 

Table 13 in the appendix lists the sizes of these 

various sub-divisions as well as those of the es timated 

sheep habitats. 

The following Table 3 gives the densities. expressed 

as number of sheep per square miles of sheep h.- abi tat. 

These densi ties are the highest for the year since they 

are based on July counts. For late winterest-imates 

about .1.0% can be subtracted to account for hun ti.ng and 

natura.1. mortali ties. surveys in the Kluane Ga-me sanct-

uary (Hoefs 1973) has shown that densities of -more than 

two sheep per square mil..e represents excellent- sheep 

habi tat, while densi ties of 1 to 2 sheep per s--quare mile 

are good habi tat. Most dens! ties observed dur ing this 

survey fall into these two categories. Densit- ies higher 

thal'l two were found in areas A.B,E, and J and densities 

of 1 to 2 in areas G, F • K • Land U. 
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*1 Densi ty of sheep in the various survey areal expressed as numbers of 

sheep per square mile of sheep hab:1 tat. 

surve'3 
Area 

A 
B 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
o 
p 
S 
U 
X 

Sq.Mtlee 
Sheet? Habitat 

72.0 
52.5 
35.0 
40.0 

267.0 
236.0 
165.0 
415.0 
324.0 
325.0 
320.0 
70.0 

120.0 
170.0 
120.0 
50.0 

120.0 

**2 

Number 
of She!R 

215 
865 

77 
41 

405 
105 
34 

870 
517 
506 
559 
45 

105 
125 

70 
70 
8 

Density 
(SheeE/sg_mile) 

3 
16.6 *4 

2.2 
1.0 
1.5 
0.4 
0.2 
2.1 
1.6 
1.6 
1.7 
0.6 
0.9 
0.7 
0.6 
1.4 
0.1 

1) Density refers to mid"sUIlIller (July) densities. before the hunting 
season starts and when most 1ambs of the year are atill alive. 

2) Sheep ha.hi tat refers to areas a.bove the 4S00 elevations ... 

3) Survey areas not listed here don't have any sheep. 

4) This density 1s unrealistic and can be e~1ained by the fact that 
this mountain range continues into Ala.luI and 1. much larg6r 
than 52.5 square miles which i.s only the Yukon portion of this 
range. Sheep roam freely acr08S the boundary t but duri 1:\8 the 
survey appeared to have been concentrated on the Yukon .ide. 
which save rile to this high density. 
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Eval.uation of present harvest of rams and recommendations 
for future management 

Long term investigation in the Kluane area on Da1l. 

sheep have documented the structure of a popul.ation wi th 

respect to sex ratios and age classes (Hoefs 1974a). 

From these investigations we know how many rams can be 

expected to be "produced" annually from a gi.ven number 

of nursery sheep_ That these ratios of young rams to 

nursery sheep are valid has subsequently also been found 

in sheep populations i.n the south-central Yukon (Hoefs 

1974b) and during the present survey. 

Since sheep harvest statistics are presently 

compi.led according to outfi tting areas, the estimation 

of sheep numbers in the area surveyed has a180 been broken 

down into outfi tting districts and is reveal.ed in Tabl.e 4' • 

The following Table 5 gives the number of nursery sheep, 

the expected annual production of rams and the known har-

vest statistics for the past two hunting seasons. 

Two levels of ram production have been l.isted in 

Table 5 the first l.ists the number of rams that become 

legal. (270 degree curl. and in the 6th year) and could be 

harvested under presen t regulation, even though they could 

not be referred to as ~,. trophies". It is known that 100 

nursery sheep produce annually about eight such rams, 

which could be harvested annually on a sustained yield 
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TABLE 4 

Estimation of sheep numbers broken down into ou tfi tting areas 

OUTFITTING NURSERY TOTAL LEGAL YOUNG TOTAL TOTAL 
AREAS SHEEP LAMBS RAMS RAMS RAMS ADULTS SHEEP 

DICKSON 632 211 278 106 172 910 1.121 

OSTASHEK 381 111 199 84 105 580 691 

. V. HASSARD 575 198 285 120 165 860 1.058 

HOTTE 905 232 491 213 262 1411"' l.643 

TABLE 5 

Ram "production" on a sustained yield basis in the different 
outfitting areas and present degree of harvest 

OUTFITTING NUMBER OF RAMS. 
AREAS NURSERY SHEEP ( legal) 

o SfltKSHEK 

DICKSON 

HOTTE 

381 

575 

632 

905 

30 

46 

50 

72 

RAMS-* 
( troph:i) 

23 

34 

38 

54 

TOTAL HARVEST 
1973 l.974 

8 

34 

18 

26 

10 

31 

* This is the number of legal rams (5 to 6 years old) produced 
annually by the given number of nursery sheep 

** This is the number of trophy rams (8 to 9 years old) produced 
annually by the given number of nursery sheep 
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basi s. However, thi s harvest includes nortali ty factors 

other than hunting, even though such mortal! ty factors 

are very low in that age group. The second level refers 

to rams in their 9th year, which are here referred to as 

.. trophy" class animals. Not all of these are .. trophies" • 

as far as "making the book" is concerned, but it can be 

expected that 20 to 30% of these rams have horns 39" or 

lonqer. Between the 6th and the 9th year of life natural. 

mortali ty has reduced the number of rams in a population, 

and it can be expected that only about 6 such rams are 

"produced" annually by 100 nursery sheep. Perhaps 5 of 

these could be hunted on a sustained yield basis without 

running down the population. 

Harvesting at this age level appears to be the 

optimum. The number that could be taken annually is 

fairly high and contains a good percentage of trophies. 

It is also about the average age at which rams are taken 

at present by non-resident hunters, as is obvious from 

the harvest statistics that are included in this report. 

If rams are all.owed to live longer, the chances of 

getting trophies that "make the book" are increased, 

since horn growth continues throughout the life of a ram, 

but natural mortal! ty increases drastically in the old 

age classes leaving only very few rams to be harvested 

by hunters. Therefore leaving rams to become 11 to 12 

l 

l 
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years old can only be attempted in areas wi th a very 

low hunting pressure since 100 nursery sheep only 

produce 1 or 2 such rams per year. 

Each outfitting area will be evaluated individua11y. 

It. A. DICKSON'S area 
2 

It contains excellent sheep habitat with densities 

"that may surpass any other area in the Yukon.' 'Udfortunately 

the sheep ranges are continuous into Alaska and the sheep 

move freel y across the boundary, which makes it impossi.ble 

to get an accurate estimation of their number. It is a1so 

difficult to evaluate the impact of huntingstince nothi.ng 

is known about the harvest on the Alaska side of the bor-

dar, even though rumours have it that it is very severe. 

Alaskan sheep population in general are subject to much 

greater hunting pressure than those in the Yukon, and the 

sheeo of the Wrangell Mountains in particular. 

Based on our surveys carried out in ear1y July we 

estimate that :there are about 1100 sheep in Dickson'S area 

at that t.ime. These include about 630 nursety sheep 

(Tab1e 5 which can be expected to produce 50 legal rams 

per year or 38 rams in the 9th year age class. 

The known harvest has been 10 rams in 1974 (Table 7 ) 

and 8 rams in 1973 (Table 6 ). If these sheep were year-

round Yukon residents, the present harvest would be 
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insignificant and could easily be doubled wi thout doing 

any harm. to the population. 

However, the fact that the rams taken into the 

area are not very old - the average age being only 8.00 

years in 1974 - indicates that these sheep must be mov

ing across to Alaska during the hunting season and must 

be subject to severe hunting pressure there. which 

would reserve all the old rams. Until more data are 

available on the status of the entire population and, 

more i.mportantly, on the harvest of sheep in Alaska, it 

is not possible to make any recommendations. The fact, 

however, remains that the present harvest of 10 rams or 

less .in the Yukon is insignificant and need not be 

eurta.iled. All the harvest of rams in this area is 

presently through non-resident hunting, except for 

survey area F, which is located along the A.1aska High

way (see map), where the occasional animal may be taken 

by resident hunters. 

J. OSTASHEK'S area 

This area contai.ns excellent, high densi ty, sheep 

habitat (E3, Ga, Il), but most of it is low-density 

hab! tat and the entire northern portion is more sui table 

for mountain caribou. We estimate that the total number 

of sheep in this area is perhaps 700 (Table 1 ) of which 
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about 380 are nursery sheep. This estimate is in 

agreement with the opinion of the previous outfitter 

of the area, Phil Temple, who figures that he had 

about:. sao sheep, while the present outfitter, John 

Ostashek, thinks that he has much more. Howeve.r, the 

harvest statistics support our estimate. 

The nursery sheep can be expected to pro~~ce about 

30 legal rams (270 0 curl) per year or about 23 rams in 

the 9th year age class. At least 10 of these rams in 

survey Unit 1-1 are not permanent residents of 

Oatashek's outfitting area but more across the boundary 

into V. Hotte's area. They may be on either side of the 

boundary durinq the hunting season and be subject to 

hunting by both outfitters. 

Taken this into consideration as well as some 

natural mortality the harvestable surplus in t.he 9-year 

age class is perhaps not much more than 15 rams in 

Ostashak's area. The harvest statistics bear this out. 

even though two years of informations are not c.onclusive. 

During 1973 and 1974 (Tables 8,9)Ostashek took 21 and 

l8nrams respectively, there may also be some additional. 

harvest by resident hunters or natives, which has not 

been reported to us, since the area is accessible by boat 

(G7, G8 ) as well as from the Alaska Highway (83). The 

previous outfitter hunted the area only lightl.y, taken 
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an average of 12 rams during 1970, 71 and 72. This 

probably resulted in a build-up of "trophy" rams in 

certain areas. 11\·1973 therefore a considerable 

number of good trophies were taken, in fact 75% or 14 

of the 18 rams classified were 9 years of age and older. 

"'and the average age was 10.2 years with an aver'iqe horn 

length of 35.8 inches. During the 1974 hunting season 

most of the "cream" have already been taken off, only 

1/3 of the rams taken were 9 years of age or older, 

the average age dropped to 8.3 years and the average 

horn length to 32. 7 inches (Table 9 ). It can be pre

dicted that a further drop will occur in 1975, if the 

harvest of 18 to 21 rams in the area continues. 

It is recommended that the outfitter reduces his 

take to perhaps 15 rams per year" to maint.1n t'trophy 

hunting" in his area, and to less than that for a few 

years if he wants to build up his "stock". 

V. HASSARD • S area 

This is the small.est outf! tting area in the Yukon, 

but 1. t probably ranks highest as far as sheep habitat 

goes as well as sheep densi ties observed, and compares 

well wi th first-class sheep habi tats in Kluane National. 

Park (Hoefs 1973). In contrast to the previously des

cribed outfitting area. our estimates for this area are 
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in agreement with those of the outfitter and his guides. 

Tables 1;1 5 reveal that there are about 1058 sheep in the 

area of which 575 are nursery animals, which can be 

expected to produce 46 legal rams or 34 9-year old rams 

per year. The harvest in the area during 1974 (Table 10) 

-"'was about 26 rams, which is well below the a11."o","'ifble take. 

The fact that some very old rams were taken, 12-13-14 

years of age, support. our conclusion that the sheep 

populations in this area are still in very good shape. 

For the time being, no special recommendations are 

necessary, even though this may change in a very few 

years. Tote trails have made this area accessi.ble and 

the take by resident hunters has increased qreatly in 

the last few years. 

v. HOTTE' S area 

Because of its size this area has the largest number 

of sheep of any outfi tting district in the Yukon. While 

most sheep range is average in quali ty, a few areas (Cor 

instance L3, K3, Ml & KS) have a fairly high dens! ty. 

It is estimated that Hotte's area supports at present 

about 1650 sheep of which about 905 are nursery sheep. 

(Table 1 ). These nursery sheep would produce about 72 

legal rams per year or abou~ 54 rams in the 9-year age 

class. The harvest during the last two years has been 
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34 rams in 1973 and 31 rams in 1974 (Tables 11 ;1'2) which 

is be10w the allowable take. At present about 2/3 of the 

harvest can be attributed to non-resident hunters and 

1/3 to local people. We have at present no explanation 

.. ' ,for the fact that the average age of the rams taken is 
... 'i:.,oJo;, .. ..;.·.~:c,'" ~ 

so low (8.4 years) (Tabl.es 11,12) and 9.4 years in 1973, 

except that the hunting pressure over so huge an area 

can not be evenly distribut.ed. A few favoured areas may 

be hi t very hard - and this applies definitely to the 

harvest by residents - while the rams in more remote 

areas may not be taken and die from other causes. The 

outfitter "rota,tes" his hunting on a 2 to 3 year cycle 

and wi 11 hunt areas next season (1976), which have not 

been hUnted recently. It is therefore anticipated that 

the age of the rams to be taken next season - except 

those taken by residen ts - will be older than those taken 

last year. There is no doubt that sheep in certain easily 

accessible areas along the Alaska Highway (Miners and 

Sifton range for instance) have been harvested severely. 

but. considering Hotte' s area on a whole, the sheep 

populations are still in good shape. 
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Table: 13 

Sizes of survey un! ts and estimated sizes of sheep habitat 

Survey Area Total size in Estimated sheep habitat 
square miles in square mi1es 

(area above 4500' elevation) 

A 1,2,3. 22.6*, 15.0 

A 4 14.5 12.0 

A 5 47.5 45.0 

Total A 72.0 

Total B 52.5* 52.5 

Total C 48.3 35.0 

Total F 98.2 40.0 

ET 1 14.5 12.0 

E-2 6.4 6.0 

--- Ji;-3 17.7 17.0 

Total E 35.0 

G-l 6.4 5.0 

G-2 26.6 25.0 

G-3 33.0 33.0 

G-4 6.4 5.0 

G-S 6.4 4.0 

G-6 21.7 15.0 

G-7 58.0 50.0 

G-a 116.0 115.0 

0-9 l6.l. 15.0 

Total G 267.0 

* Only portion of mountain range on Yukon side of border 



Survey Area 

H-l 10.4 8.0 

H-2 34.6 30.0 

H-3 35.4 30.0 

H-4 106.5 100.0 

H-S 19.3 15.0 

H-6 43.5 40.0 

H-7 3.2 3.0 

H-8 10.5 10.0 

Total H 236.0 

1-1 92.0 90.0 

I-2 38.0 35.0 

I-3 48.4 40.0 

Total I 165.0 

J-l 126.5 125.0 

J-2 145.0 140.0 

J-3 113.0 110.0 

J-4 80.5 40.0 

'l'ota1 J 415.0 

K·1 148.5 70.0 

K-2 124.0 60.0 

K-3 116.0 100.0 

K-4 98.5 70.0 

K-S 24.2 24.0 

Total K 324.0 



Survey Area 

L-l 25.8 5.0 

L-2 116.0 60.0 

L-3 137.0 110.0 

L-4 168.0 150.0 

Total L 325.0 

M-l 108.0 50.0 

M-2 142.0 90.0 

M-3 201.0 100.0 

M-4 234.0 80.0 

Total M 320.0 

Total N 88.5 70.0 

Total 0 140.0 120.0 

Total P 185.0 170.0 

Total Q 79.0 50.0 

Total R 90.0 50.0 

Total S 135.1 120.0 

Total T 70.8 60.0 

Total U 56.4 50.0 

Total V 29.0 10.0 

Total W 98.2 70.0 

Total X 145.0 120.0 

Total Y 57.2 40.0 
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1974 SHEEP SURVEY AREAS 

Area 

A Gates Ridge on the north, Alaska Highway and White 
Ri ver on the eas t. Tchawasahmon Lake and valley on 
the south and Alaska-Yukon boundary on the west. 

B '.rehawasahmon val1ey on the north, White River on 
the east and south and Alaska-Yukon boundary on 
the west (includes 2 miles of Alaska). 

C White River on the west, Donjek River on the east, 
F .ish Hole Lake on the north, Wolf Lake valley on 
the south. 

D Donjek River on the west, Grayling Creek on the 
north, Kluane River and Grace Lake on the south and 
east. 

E K1uane River on the north and east, Donjek River on 
the west, Alaska Highway on the south. 

F Wolf Lake valley on the north, Donjek River on the 
east and south and Alaska Highway on the south and 
vest. 

G K~uane River on the west and south, Tincup Creek on 
the north, Brooks Creek and Brooks Arm on the east. 

H Dwarf Birch Creek on the southeast, Redtail Lake 
a.nd Tincup Creek on the south and west. Swanson 
Creek on the northwest and the Nislinq River on the 
north. 

I Dwarf Birch Creek on the northwest, Tyre1l Creek on 
the east and 'l'a~bot Creek on the southwest. 

J Talbot Creek on the north, Talbot Arm and Kluane 
Lake on the west. Alaska Highway on the south, 
A~aski te Creek, Fourth of July Creek, Jarvis River, 
Venus Creek and unnamed creek coming in to the 4th 
Gladstone Lake, on the east. 

K Tyrell Creek, A1a.skite Creek, unnamed creek (4th 
Gladstone Lake). Venus Creek, Snyder Creek, Fourth 
of July Creek, on the west; Twelfth of July Creek, 
t.ributary of Isaac Creek, Sekulmun Lake, Stevens 
Creek on the southeast and northeast and Nisling 
River on the north K5 is the ridge north of the 
Kisling at Lonq. 1380 West. 



L Isaac Creek on the north, 12th of July Creek on 
the west, Jarvis River on the southwest. Alaska 
lIiqhway on the south, Aishihik and west Aishihik 
River on the east and northeast, Sekulmun Lake 
on the east. 

Ml West Aishihik River and Sekulmun Lake on the west 
and south, Canyon Lake and Aishihik Lake on the 
east, Lester Creek on the north. 

M2 Alaska Highway on south, Aiahihik Road on the 
west as far north as Gi1tana Lake, Nordensk1old 
Ri ver on the eas t. 

M3 Uplands around Long Lake. 
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Original Flight Records 



PILOT: C.E. FORD July 17. 1974 

OBSERVER: G. LORTIE 

HOURS: 4.8 

HELICOPTER: Hiller l2E CF-OKQ 

OBSERVATZOH CONDITIONS: Excellent, sunny, winds calm 

ESTIMATED COVERAGE: 90% 

An inspection of the daily summary looks OK to me 

save for two statistics - the rams: (1) The detailed group 

counts show a ratio of 14/30 for legal and "other" rams. 

The tota1 counts for these categori •• however show a ratio 

of 65/97. which seems to me to be a little hi;h. I think 

the later ratio should be adjust.ed to conform to the one 

shown for the detailed count. This population useems" to 

have a 1arge no. of less than full curlrams and deciding 

from the helicopter as to where to put them is difficult. 

I think :x will use a fu11 curl in distinguishing these two 

categories from now on. 

(2) Immature rams associ.ated with the necessary bands, as 

well., is doubtful in the t.otal figures - is l3/:/ /431 :, ~ 

and yearlings. This percentage - 3% seems awfully low 

to me. The detailed group counts show a percentage of 

young' rams of 4.3% which i8 apparently better - but not 

much. Is this figure of 4.3% in line with that found in 

other populations? 1: suspect that it is not. 



17 July 1974 

Area NURSERY BANDS RAM BANDS 

~ &yr1ing 1ambs young unknown legal other 
, 

A 77 19 4 2 20 2S 

A1 2 ., es 9 7 

A2 16 14 -
A3 No sheep seel 

A4 No st eep seen -But hav •• been se81 on this ridge i~ other 
year& (1ater j n season) 

tal 9S 33 4 2 29 32 

US" 336 103 ...2. J. 36 65 - - - -
431 136 13 8 65 97 - - - - - -

Three groups" ere c1ass::l fied from the ground with a 
20x E ausch anc lamb Sp01 ~tin9 SCOp4 : 

oup 1 33 14 2 3 13 

oup 2 94 41 3 8 13 

oup 3 57 8 3 3 4 -
184 63 8 14 30 



PILOT: C.E. FORD 

OBSERVER: G. LORTIE 

HOURS: 7.0 

18 July 1974 

HELICOPTER: Hiller 12E CF-OKQ 

OBSERVATION CONDITIONS: Excellent 

to locally fair 

ESTIMATED COVERAGE: 80% 

Long range reconna1sance: 0830 departure: 

North from White River Lodge we followed the heiqht of 

land between Whi te River and Scottie Creek as far north .s 

Katrina Creek. These highlands are decidedly not sheep 

range as they are rounded hills more than mountains. No 

escape terrain 1s evident on any of it. Along the N-S axis 

of this long ridge are many old caribou trails and I believe 

this country to be good caribou winter range if snow condi tiona 

permit. 

At the mouth of Katrina Creek we crossed the White River 

to the northern limit of a 5000' ridge between the head of 

Los Angeles Creek of the Yukon River and Wolf Creek of the 

White River. We proceeded S.E. along this system of alpine 

ridges to a point between the head of Home and Coffee Creaks 

where we spotted 2 caribou (Observation #1). From here we 

mora or less proceeded eastward along the same ridge system 

to the site of the Casino camp. Here we "borrowed" 28 gals. 

of 100/130 aviation fuel of some 7 years ventage belonging 

to Quintana Mineral.. Again, this latter leg' of the trip 

was three good caribou range, and as well, old trails of 

many caribou were oriented along the axis of the ridges. 
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From Casino, we proceeded SE for a look at the Mt. 

Cockfield and a ridge to the SE of the peak. No sheep. 

Mr. Ford says he has never seen sheep on this Mtn. in all 

the years he has flown in this country. 

From here to Apex Mtn. again no sheep, but our visibi1.ity 

was howared by a severed bail storm. We did get to look at 

most of the Mtn. however. 

From Apex Mtn. we proceeded BE along an extended high

land to prospector Mtn. and again no sheep were seen. It 

seems to me a large ram was shot on this Mtn. about 15 years 

aqo, but" his progeny were not in evidence. 

From Prospector Mtn. we crossed the head of Big Creek 

to the highlands around Mtn. Klaza. Ac;rain, no sheep. 

From Nt. Klaza we turned westward along a ridge system 

immediate1y north of the Klaza River, to a. point where 

ob •• rvat1ons: (2) and (3) were made. Observation (2) was 

a group of 13 caribou which included 1 calf and 1. enormous 
" 

bull. Just 2 miles further to the west we made Observation 

#3 on sheep_ 26 sheep in a nursery band included 4 lambs 

and one young male for certain. An associated ram band had 
'-

2 legal rams, one a full curl, the other 7/8; the remaining 

"1 rams were 3/4 or less. These sheep were feeding near a 

steep coarse tolus slope. Observations (2) and (3) were at 

map coordinates (1380 OS' W, 62° lS' N). 

From this point we surveyed the highlands in the vicini ty 
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of Mt. pattison. No sheep were seen, but Mr. Ford says that 

in August-September 1966 and August-September 1967. he saw 

a m.ixed band of approximately 30 sheep on Mt. Pattison. From 

here we returned to Casino camp directly where we "borrowed l1 

20 gals. of 100/30 fuel from the same people. 

Frolll Casino, we proceeded directly south to a N-A 

oriented 5000 I ridge between the Klotassin and Nieling Rivers. 

'!'his ridg-e was similar to the other highlands surveyed this 

day - rounded with no firm exposed bedrock save for a few out 

crops and chimney dyke rock along r1dqes, with coarse tolus 

slopes here and there and finer screes prevelant along the 

spenes and spurs. At (138° 55' W: 62° 20'H) we observed 

(#4) 7 fine rams on a ridge top. Of these 4 were legal rams, 

one an exceptional one, being a full curl and the remaining-

3 rams were 3/4 curls. 

From this pOint, we proceeded SW to White River lodge, 

picking up a few high points south of the Nisling River and 

northeast of Grayling Creek. 

This country surveyed to day is very marginal sheep 

range, due previously to the physioqraphy. The whole of it. 

however, .1.8 good caribou country, and all of it still shows 

the old trails of thousands of caribou having used it in some 

tim.e past. 

From a game viewpoint. this country is disappointing, 

particularly so, as we did not see one grizzly in 7 hours of 

flying. 



19 July 1974 

PILOT: C.E. Ford OBSERVATION CONDITIONS: Excellent 

OBSERVER: G. Lortie COVERAGE: 95% 

HELICOPTER: Hiller 12E CF-OKQ FERRY TIME TO BURWASH: 1.1 

Only the western-most ridge of the area marked liD" was 

surveyed. No sheep were in evidence. 

In Area "C" between the Whi te R1,ver and the Donjek. River, 

south of Fish Hole Lake no sheep were seen. Two aale m.oose 

seen feeding on a high ridge. 

Area liE", the ridges between the Kluane and Donjek Rivers 

and south of their confluence to the Alaska Highway, surprisingly 

did not have once sheep on them. This is good sheep range with 

eastward and westward. facing steep escape terrain. Sheep trails 

on E] testify to former inhabitance and no doubt periodically 

sheep move to these ridges from adjacent ranges. 

Area ItF": F, the small ridge immediately west of the 

Donjek Road ridge had 13 member ram band on it. 6 legal and 

7 smaller rams were bedded above the River on the top of the 

vertical face. 2 rams were very large. 

This area is characteristical.ly different from other areas 

in the region in that the soils as far west as F 2 on this upland 

are most1y a light coloured coarse sand. The flora is much 

more verdant and lush. Plant growth (standing crop) is at 

least twice that found in adjacent areas. 

One male moose was seen on F 3 

On F 4 we located 11 ewes & yearlings, and 3 lambs. 



PILOT: 

OBSERVER: 

HOURS: 

Area "G" 

C.E. FORD 

G. LORTIE 

AM 3.8 
PM 3.1 

Morning. 

20 July 1974 

OBSERVATION CONDITIONS: Excellent 

HELICOPTER: 

COVERAGE: 

12E CF-OKQ 

90% 

No sh.eep were found on G1, G2, G4, GS or G6. One half 

curl ram was on G3 above Tincup Lake. 

Area flG7": 

Female & Yrlings 

49 

Lambs 

7 

male Legal rams 

11 

Other Unknown 

16 3 

These ranges are similar to those of the E group although 

hiqher. We seem to be finding the sheep on the higher limits 

of the various ranges, usually on a SE facing- s10pe or spur. 

Manfred Hoefs is writing' up the afternoonts work on G8 and G9. 

On GS this morning :t picked up a specimen o£ Baykinia. 



21 July 1974 

PILOT: C.E. FORD OBSERVATION CONDITIONS: Excellent 

OBSERVER: G. LORTIE 

HOURS: AM 4.8 
PM 3.7 

HELICOPTER: 12E CF-OKQ 

COVERAGE: 90% 

Area II.Hu was covered today. 

Hi: No sheep - caribou country. Two male moose were seen 

on this ridqe. 

H2: No sheep - caribou country. Three male moose. 

H3: No sheep - caribou country. 

HS: Was not surveyed. This ridge is low and rolly with 

brush to the top over most of its extent. 

H4: Fema1e &yrling 

9 

Lambs 

4 

Male 

2 

5 caribou were seen on this upland. 

H6: 46 21. 3 

H7: No sheep. 

HS No sheep. 5 male moose. 

Legal 

4 

5 

Other 

3 

3 



22 July 1974 

PILOT: C.E. FORD 

G. LORTIE 

3.9 A M 

OBSERVATION CONDITIONS: Fair to good 

OBSERVER: 
high overcast wi th the peaks in 
fog. Occasional showers. 

HOURS: COVERAGE: 90% on J1 & 75% on J2 

HELICOPTER: CF-OKQ 

Jl: Ta1bot Creek on the north, A1askite Creek on the east 

Rockslide and Raft Creeks on the south, and Talbot Arm 

on the west. 

AIR: segregated Nursery Sheep: 83 25 2 

SCOPE .. 11 .. • 32 12 3 • 

Unsegregated •• I • • 114 · 
Total 229 37 5£. 

All ram bands were segregated: 

211 sheep 

Legal rams: - 22 Other: • 30 & 5 unclassified 

OBSERVA nONs: 

122 Female & calf caribou. 

222 Female grizzly & yearling_ 

J2: Raft and Rocksl1de Creeks on the north, Tributory of 

Gladstone Creek with 1ake at the head on the east, Glad

stone Lakes & Creek on the south, Talbot Arm on the west. 

Western portion of J'2: 

Unsegregated nursery sheep: 77 

Segregated ram. bands: 10 legal 7 other 

No incidental observations. 



23· July 1974 

I did not fly today - messed around juggling fuel drums. 

packing for the move, etc. 



PILOT: 

OBSERVER: 

HOURS: 

C.E. FORD 

G. LORTIE 

2.7 

24 July 1974 

OBSERVATION CONDITIONS: Excellent 

HELICOPTER: CF-OKQ 

COVERAGE: 95% 

Area J4, the Kluane hills from Kluane Lake to Kloo 

Lake, was surveyed as J2 was obscured. We have yet to do 

J2. This range of hills .1s not sheep range, but good 

caribou country. Several shed moose antlers were noted 

in parts. indicating a good moose wintering area. particularly 

on the Cu.1.tU& Creek and Jarvis River side. At observation 

point (1 24), 5 bull caribou were seen, two of them large 

specimens. Also in this area, a bull moose was seen. 

Manfred Hoefs used 1.4 on Nt. Wallace. 



25 July 1974 

Visibility obscured down to 3000' elevation. 

I d::Ld not fly today, as Manfred and Pilot Ford left for 

1016 to pick up Fitzgerald for the inspection tour of out-

£1 ttars camps. 

Survey work above 4000' not possible. 

Casual rate for Fitz on out.fitter in,8pect1on - 5.6 hours. 

Took. a drum of aviation 100/130 to Burwash in PM for 

OKQ a8 A111nqer was out of fuel. 



PILOT: C.E. FORD 

OBSERVER: G. LORTIE 

HOURS: 1.8 

26 July 1974 

OBSERVATION CONDITIONS: Poor to good. 

HELICOPTER: CF-OKQ 

COVERAGE: 90% 

Poor weather prevented us from dOing any survey work 

at elevations above 4500'. We did however do lower elevation 

work 1n that portion of L4 west of Garnet Creek and the 

ridge between McKinley and Dixie Creeks. Two ram bands 

(unclassified) were spotted on the south flank of L3 but a 

heavy r.ain storm prevented our continuing_ 

On L4 a ram band of 7 animals, all le~al, two being 

real good animals were located. They were on the SW side 

of the high peak between the heads of Garnet and Cripple 

Creeks. ...').r --I)t., ~ ... , .'. ".;. " 
, '~ :.; 



l 
27 July 1974 

PILOT: C.E. FORD OBSERVATION CONDITIONS: Very good 

OBSERVER: G. LORTIE COVERAGE: 90% 

HOURS: 4.1 HELICOPTERS: CF-OKQ 

J2 again evaded us due to poor weather. 

In Area K4, we found very few nursery sheep (9 females 

and yearl.in<;J8, and 2 lambs), but a large number of rams in 

small bandsl- (29 legal rams, most of which were large class 

IV's and 14 illegal rams, 5 of which were 1/2 cur1s for 

sure and 2 were certainly 3/4 curls). 

We encountered 9 caribou on this area. 

Area L2 was complete1y barren of sheep. A 1ack of 

escape terrain mi9'ht indicate a poor wintering area as we11. 

This area however, provided the larg-est no. of caribou we've 

seen 80 far - 29 including 2 medium bulls. 

On the way home we flew the ridge west of Ki11ermun 

and Shutdummun Lakes: Female & yearlings 65, lambs 16, 
,-·,,::.owr, ,.,,' 1"J' .... ;.. .... tt' ~~(;:,: 

legal rams'9~' and illegal rams 5. The legal rams noted here 

probably do not include the group of 6 observed at long

range on July 26. 

Shuttled 4 drums of fuel in the PM. 

INTERESTING NOTE: By observation, it appears that rams are 

not &8 axc! table as nursery sheep with regards to the heli

copter. One can approach all-ram bands very closely and 

their movement, although a ram 18 not the panicked fli;ht 
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evidence in nursery sheep. Nursery bands may react to the 

helicopter at a distance of 2 - 3 miles by climbing rapidly 

and breaking into a run as one approaches. 



28 Ju1y 1974 

PILOT: C.E. FORD OBSERVATION CONDITIONS: Excellent 

OBSERVER: G. LORTIE COVERAGE: 90% 

HOURS: 4.1 HELICOPTER: CF-OKQ 
4.2 (Manfred in PM 4.2) 

Area K3: 

Total female & yearlings and young males 

Total lambs-

Total young males for certain • 

Total legal rams • 

Total other rams in ram bands -

Unclassified rams -

- 177 

56 

14 

1.8 

9 

10 

284 sheep 

- Included in the above were the following ground segregations: 

Female & yearlings - 28 

Lambs .. 

Young males • 

Area Ll: 

17 

10 

Female & yearlings - 8 

Lambs .. : 3 

11 Total sheep 295 

1 28 12 caribou at the head of Twelfth of July Creek 

228 1 caribou in K3 



29 July 1974 

PILOT: C.E. FORD OBSERVATION CONDITIONS: Excellent 

OBSERVER: G. LORTIE HELICOPTER: CF-OKQ 

HOURS: 4.0 COVERAGE: 95% 
4.8 (Manfred in PM) 

Area L4: 

Total female & yearlings -

Total lambs .. 

10 

o 
Total male assoc. with nursery sheep. 3 

~otal legal rams .. 

Total other rams .. 

'Unclassified rams .. 

27 

10 

52 sheep 

, This area has very little winter range 

Area Ml: 

Mt. Aranus: 

Female & yearlings .. 

Lambs. 

Assoc. male -

M t. Creeden: 

7 

o 

o 

Legal rams. 9 (4 very large) 

Other rams til 15 

Total - 31 

Female & yearlings + Assoc. a 81 Legal rams.. 7 (3 large) 

Lambs II 12 Other rams - 8 

Total .. 108 

Other sheep in Mla Female & yearlings 12, Young rams 1 

Total sheep for Ml: 31 + 108 + 13 .. 152 



30 July 1974 

Manfred flew K1, K2 and the ridge north of the N1s1ing 

River today. I ferried 2 drums of fuel: 1 to Aishihik 

airport and the other at the south end of Loce11e Lake on 

the Aishihik Road. lS ga18. remain in our drum at the 

airport, the drum at Loce11e Lake will be used tomorrow on 

a survey east of the Road. 

We used SS gals of forestry fuel at Aishih:1.k airport, 

in add! tion we earlier used 48 qals. of Quntana Minerals 

fuel at Casino. 

To date (30th inclusive) we have used 84.2 hours. 



31 July 1974 

PILOT: C.E. FORD OBSERVATION CONDITIONS: Excellent 

OBSERVER :'~: G'~ LORTIE HELICOPTER: CF-OKC 

HOURS: 7.0 COVERAGE: Hl: 90%, M3: 75%, M4: 90% 

Area M2: 

Total female & yearlings .. 46 

Total lambs .. 14 

Total assoc. male - 3 

Total legal rams - 32 

Total other rams - 10 -
Total 105 sheep 

Included in the above were the following ground segregations: 

Female & yearlings -

Asaoc. males .. 

Lambs .. 

Area M31 

28 

·3 

4 

Total female & yearlings & Assoc. males • 119 

Total lambs .. 21 

Total Assoc. males .. 4 

Total le9al rams == 9 

Total other rams == 41 

Total une1assified III 7 ( 4: f.emclle & 3 nursery) -
,200 
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... 

Area M3 cont'd 

Inclusive ground segregations: the following were in one band: 

Female & yearlings - 6 

Young rams - 34 (3 or 4 may be legal) 

Mt. Vowels: 

Female & yearlings - 6 

Lambs - 1 -
7 

Mtn. south of Satosha Lake : 

Nursery sheep - 3 

Ridge west of Kukland Creek and Trangulation Mtn. : 

Female 

Lambs -

Rams -

1 

1 

1 -
3 

Total sheep seen between the Aishihik Road and the Mayo 

Road - 105 (M2) III 200 (M3) + 13 (Seatte:red). 318 sheep. 

The~:area north of Hutshi we at least as far as Trangu1ation 

Mtn. and west of the Nordenskiold River to the height of land 

has pock.ets of sheep and individual sheep scattered allover 

it. Sheep trails extend along ridges west from the N'ordenskiold 

for 20 miles or more. Al though generally rolling. the terrain 

is broken frequently by small canyons and truncated cliffs 

along ridges which parallel generally the stream courses. The 

region described is open to the north as far as i.ts utilization 

by sheep is concerned. (More work required). Mt. Bach and Nt. 

Cooper east of Hutahi Lake sh~\11d be surveyed as well. 



GAME SURVEY - July 28, 1973 

. . 

A surv~y was made of the Sifton Range in the morning bet.~l]een 

8: 30 and 11 :. 30 AM", with a G-2 helicopter o The total flying time '\ 

was 2 0 6 hourso 

The s01..1 thern portion of this range (south of a fairly large 

lake) has no sheep habitat to speak of and we did not see any sheep 

here o 

The eas tern portion of this range has been made accessible 

through an exploration road that leaves off the old Dawson Trail 

and goes in to alpine elevationso This portion of the range does 

have some sheep habi tat, but no sheep were observed. possibly 

because of the activi ty on this roado We saw two exploration 

vehicles and a few people active near the end of this exploration 

J road o 

The northeastern half of the Sifton Range is excellent sheep 

habi tate> We saw a total of six bands ranging from 2 to 36 animals 0 

The total count was as follows: 12 mature rarn9 of which 

possible 6 -vvere of legal size~ 41 nursery sheep wi th 17 lambs and 

11 unclassified sheepo The coverage was fairly good, and I assume 

that 80% of the sheep on this range were located. I assume that 

the true number will be somewhat as follows: 20 mature rams 

(perhaps 8 of legal size) 60 nursery sheep and about 25 lambs"o 

There is the possibili ty of interchange of sheep between the Sifton 

Range and t~e Miners Range o 

,AIf"C (/~ 131"? -C -<../ cUrt:.! C;~/t.""I 

)t.""~ k/J.-d~ /tA:....Jf ~/ -'C..- <>1"" 

A~f*" /~Y. 
Manfred Hoefs, 
Biologisto 



-

GAME SURVEY in Ruby Range on July 20, 1974 

OBSERVER: M. HOEFS HELICOPTER: Hiller 128 CF.OKQ 

PILOT: C. FORD WEATHER: Sunny but very windy 

HOURS: 3.1 NAVIGATOR: G. LORTIE 

The area surveyed during this afternoon's flight is 

part of TEMPLE'S (Ostashek) ou tfi tting area. It i8 

bordered by Kluane Lake i.n the south, Brook.s Arm in the 

east and the Serpenthead Lake valley in the north. This 

area is catalogued under "Ga". Three small mountains 

immediately north of the Serpenthead valley were also 

surveyed and are catalogued under ItG9". 

The elevation flown .it was generally above 5000 to 

,60,00 feet: therefore on1y animals utilizing 'i;Jle alpine 

and sub-alpine zones at this time of the year could be 

observed. 

In area nGg" no sheep were observed even though 

part of this range is typical sheep country and a small 

population of perhaps SO could live here. Two caribou 

were observed in this area. Coverage was very good 

(90%), and it is very doubtful that any sheep were missed. 

In area "GStt the sheep were essentially concentrated 

in one very large band around a high mountain (7000 I ) 

northeast of Mineral Creek. The total number of sheep 

observed in area "Galt was 154, consisting of 25 rams, 
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104 nursery sheep and 30 lambs. Only 16 of the 25 rams 

could be classified, of these 11 were of legal. size 

(3/4 curl or better), but none of these was a full curl 

ram. The remaining 9 rams could not be classified. 

Even though coverage during this flight was fairly 

good (about 80%) it is assumed that some rams mus t have 

been missed. The ratio of only 25 rams to 104 nursery 

sheep is out of proportion, even though this area might 

be heavily hunted. The outfitters base camp is at 

Serpenthead Lake, between Areas 11GB and Ggu. 

The lamb crop is low (about 29 lambs to 100 nursery 

sheep) • 

It i8 assumed that the total population of this 

range is about 200 sheep., before the onset of the hunting 

season, and that most of the sheep missed were probably 

rams. 

The winter range of this population, which appears 

to be fairly discrete, is mainly along Brooks Creek 

valley on west facing slopes and a180 on a few south 

facing spurs along Talbot Arm. 

No other big game animals were observed during- this 

flight in area lIGa". 



GAME SURVEY in Ruby Range on July 28. 1974 

OBSERVER: M. HOEFS HELI:COPTER: Hiller l2E CF-OPQ 

PILOT: C. FORD WRATHER: Sunny, very warm, calm 

HOURS: 4.0 

The area surveyed in the Ruby Range is referred to 

as area L3 on the survey maps, is portion of Vic HOTTE'S 

outfitting area. and is bordered by Jarvis River. McKinley 

Creek and an unnamed creek, flowing' from the headwaters of 

McKinley Creek to the east into the west Aishihik River, 

in·:.:the south and east, the west Aishihik River and a con

tinuation of that valley in a westerly direction toward 

two unnamed, small lakes. in the north, and the Twelfth 

of July Creek and Fireworks Creek in the west. The size 

of this area is approximately 2S miles in length and 10 

miles in width, or 250 square miles, of which perhaps half 

is sheep habitat. 

This area is one of the best sheep habitat so far 

surveyed in the Yukon. Sheep were located in 25 different 

bands on all of the mountains of this range. 

The total number of sheep counted and classified was 

385. 

Coverage was excellent and it is doubtful that many 

sheep were missed. The total population is therefore 

estimated to about 400 sheep. 
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The classification was as follows: 220 nursery sheep 

accompanied by 55 lambs: 110 rams consistinq of 32 legal 

rams and 78 young rams. The number of rams in this popu

lation should be higher - when compared to the number of 

nursery sheep - but it likely that dispersal of male bands 

across the headwaters of McKinley Creek. and also across 

Twelfth of July Creek takes place. 

The ranges west of Shutdunman Lake and Ki1.1ermun Lake 

also have caribou, a total of 12 were located in 4 bunches .. 

consist.1ng of 1 bull: 13 cows and young bulls and 2 calves. 

Most of these caribou were observed because they were 

lying on snow patches at alpine elevations. 

A wrecked DC 3 airplane was located near the eastern 

end of this survey area. Most of the individual. mountaina 

of this survey area have winter ranges on steep. exposed 

slopes usually facing east or south. 



GAME SURVEY in Nisling Range on July 30, 1974 

OBSERVER: M. HOEFS 

PILOT: C. FORD 

HELICOPTER: Hiller 12# CF-OPQ 

WEATHER: Sunny, cloudy. showers 

HOURS 

The area surveyed in the Nis1ing Ranqe is part of 

Vic HOTTE' S ou tfi tting area and i8 bordered by A1bert 

Creek in the south, Tyro11. Creek in the west, Nisling 

River in the north and the Stevens Lake and Stevens 

Creek in the east. This area is referred to as region 

Kl and K2 on the survey map. 

In addition a small range north of the Nisling 

Ri ver, oppos1 te the mouth of Dwarf Birch Creek and 

Rhyoli te Creek was surveyed, because it was known to 

support ,8 small sheep population. This area is referred 

'~i:foas K5 on the survey map. 

Onl.y this letter sma1~ area supports a "di.screte" 

sheep population and wi11 be discussed first. This size 

of this range is only abou t 10 miles by 3 miles on the 

average, or 30 square m11es of sheep habitat, but it 

supports a population of about 100 sheep. 

The sheep were located in two distinct groups, one 

large mixed group at alpine elevations, consisti.ng of the 

entire nursery component of the population as we1l as 

6 mature leqal rams. Another band of rams was located 

at low elevation on winter range, were they presumably 
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used a 1ick. Twelve rams were observed here, but. since 

they moved up through heavy aspen forest, some may have 

been missed.' 

A total of 94 sheep were observed. and classified, 

consisti.ng of 59 nursery sheep with 17 lambs .. and 18 rams 

of which an estimated 12 were of legal aqe. 

Coverage ot this area was very qood, and .1. t. is 

estimated that the entire population does not exceed 100 

animals. Only a few young rams may have been mi.ssed. 

The ranqe of this population is 8urrounded by wide 

timbered valleys and it ia assumed that this population 

1s "discrete". Winter ranges are located at very low 

elevation along the Nisl1.ng River on 8outh-facingf~bluff.". 
~1"'~'~'" ... "t'· 'f~' .• ;; 

The other: !large area covered (Kl & K2) consists almost 

entirely of caribou habitat. No other area surveyed showed 

so much caribou signs (trails, terrains of slopes etc.). 

A total of 5 caribou were observed in 3 qroups. consisting 

of two young bulls, two cows and one calf. 

The only sheep in this area were located in t.he 

southwestern corner, on a high mountain oppos1.te the mouth 

of Alaakite Creek, and &11 these sheep were rams. The 

total number was 24 rams. consisting of 8 legal. rams and 

16 young rams. No winter range was observed in this area 

and it 1.e assumed that these rams crossed over from the 

west, where winter ranqes occur along Talbot Creek in 
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survey area 11. The letter survey area also had only 

rams on it, and 1 t is presently not known where the 

nursery component of this population spends the summer. 

Consider .ing the total number of rams observed a10ng Talbot 

Creek on its north side, the total population wintering 

here must be around 150 sheep. 

Furtheron the possibi1i ty exists that some of the 

rams counted today in area K2 may have previously been 

counted in area Il and have crossed Tyroll Creek in the 

meantime. 

Beaides these sheep and caribou 1 single gr1.zz1y 

bear and two bull moose were observed in area K2. 



GAME SURVEY on Miners Range - August 2, 1974 

OBSERVER: M. HOEFS 

PILOT: c. FORD 

HOURSs 4.0 

HEL:ICOPTER: Hiller 12E 

WEATHER: Sunny with some short 
showers 

Essentiall.y the same route was flown as in late July 

1973 and the sheep were located in almost identical locations. 

Sheep were located in 7 different bands, 3 of these 

consisted of single, isol.ated, nursery sheep and one conaisted 

of one ewe accompanied by her lamb. The other three bands 

consisted of one band of 67 sheep (2 rams about 3 years old, 

S3 nursery sheep" 12 lambs) and one band of 22 sheep (16 

nursery sheep wi th 6 lambs). both of these bands were on the 

Mountain immed1.ately north of Pilot Mtn. No sheep were 

observed on Flat Mt. or Pilot Mt. As was the case last 

year the rams were located at the northern extremity of the 

Miners Range in qently-rol.ling country for the most part 

below 5000' in elevation. One band consisted of 19 rams 

(3 legal and 16 young). 

P¥'8dUcUv.1ti', or lamb to ewe ratio is poor (19 lambs to 

73 nursery sheep, or 26%). but it is not worse than in most 

other sheep populations checked this summer. 

The following table shows a comparison between the 

surveys of the l.aat:. two years. 

1973: 9 rams (1 legal, 8 young) 71 nursery 22 lambs 

1974: 21 rams (3 legal, 18 young) 73 nursery 19 lambs 
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This comparison shows that our surveys are fairly accurate. 

The numbers of nursery sherep and lambs are almost the sante 

in the two years, and the increase in rams consis-ted almost 

entirely of young rams (3-year olds), which were s,till wi th 

the nursery sheep last year, when they were two-year olds. 

Inspite of the low lamb crops, the male sequent of this 

population appears to be slowly building up. However, the 

ewe to ram ratio is still greatly unbalanced in favour of 

females, and em1qration out of this area by rams can not be 

ruled out. 



GAME SURVEY :IN' DAWSON RANGE ON AUGUST 7, 1974 

OBSERVER: M. Hoefs HELICOPTER: Hiller l2E OPQ 

PILOT: C. Ford WEATHER: Sunny with some high overcast 

HOURS: 6.0 

Thi.s survey covered the remaining portions of the 

Dawson Range, not formerly done, as well as s few areas 

north of the Yukon River. 

Starting off at Minto airstrip we surveyed the 

triangle bordered by the Klondike Highway in the east, 

the Pelly River in the north, and the Yukon River in the 

south and west. 

This triangle is part of Belle Desrosiers' outfi tt-

ing area, but it is not hunted by her. It is a180 the 

area where J. Lammers has his recreation enterprise. The 

hills 6f this area do not exceed 3200 feet in el.evation; 

therefore a11 this area is well below treeline. A few cliffs 

are found a10ng the banks of the Yukon River i.mmediately 

northwest of Minto as we1l as at the confluence of the 

Pelly River into the Yukon River. Both have the typical 

makeup of sheep winter ranges - escape terrain is close 

proximi ty to exposed, grassy slopes. A few signs of sheep 

were observed at both places, but only at the one near 

Minto, were three sheep (2 nursery sheep and one lamb) found. 

Since the ewes were accompanied by a lamb at 1east one ram 

must be in the vicinity of this little band during the 
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rutting: season. These sheep have no summer range to go 

to and appear to hang around in these cliffs throughout 

the year. J. Lammers reported that the cliffs near the 

mouth of the Pelly River also have at times sheep on 

them, however, we did not see any at this survey. The 

range i.s large enough to perhaps support 10 to lS sheep, 

if they were protected. There are also a few cliffs 

along the Pelly River's north shore starting at Pelly's 

farm, bu t i 1:. is doubtful. whether sheep use these cliffs 

so close to human hab! ta tion. We proceeded north and checked 

the vao1.cano Mt. area, which has no sheep on it, but old 

caribou signs. This entire area north to the Stewart River 

has large expansion of o1d as well as recent fireat fires. 
; ~f 

Coldspri.ng Mt. also has no sheep but the White Mountains 

have a unique small popul..ation of sheep varying in cC,l?ur 

from wh:L te to very dark_ 

Th:Ls area was surveyed in great detail and it is 

doubtfu1 that any sheep were mia.d. 
& ~~I 

We classified 37 sheep, which consisted of 10 rams 
/! 

(4 lega.1. -~ young), 21 nursery sheep and 8 lambs. This 

population is not in any outfitting area and has not been 

hunted by residents, because it is not accessi.ble. There 

is no large lake, suitable for float planes, within 12 

miles of the area. 

Th.i..s population is therefore very valuab1e for 

comparative purposes and it should efficially be protected. 
) 
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The lamb crop is better than in most areas surve,yed 

this summer, and it appears that this little population 

is expanding. Chuck Ford. pilot wi th Yukon Air, told me 

that ba saw only 18 sheep in this area about 10 years ago. 

It i8 not known at present, where these sheep spend the 

winter. 

Of the 37 sheep looked at 10 were fairly dark, and 

a few m.ore showed some grey on them. All sheep that were 

looked at cl.osely, had bl.&ck tails. 

Th1.s population offers a great opportunity to study 

changing in coloration of sheep. Most lambs looked at 

closel y were whi te • 

Of the 21 nursery sheep an estimated 6 were yearlings 

and 2 or 3 mo;re were 2-year old rams, This leaves 12 for 

mature ewes. Therefore the sex ratio of 11 mature rams 

to 12 mature ewes is almost balanced, which can be expected 
..; ...., t., ~ I-. 7kcl 

in an ..!tlniimit'!ed population. 

Should hunting ever be considered in this area, not 

more than one ram can be taken here per year to maintain 

this population at its present status. The entire range 

available to these sheep is less than 20 square miles, and 

it therefore doubtful that this population can expand 

beyond 40 to 50 animals. 

On the return trip to Minto the Ptarmigan Mt. area 

east of Pe11y Croasing was surveyed. This range reaches 

an altitude of 4900. It has no sheep habitat but some old 

caribou signs. This area north to Diamain Lake appears to 

be good moose hab! tat. 
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After supper the mountains west of Carmaeks were 

surveyed that had not been done previously. These include 

Miller's Ridge, Klaza Mt. Range, Tritop Peak, Nt. Nansen 
/'ee.,..; 

and Victoria Mountains: -Par areas in the Yukon have been 

so damaged by previous and present uncontro1led m1ninq 

activity. There are trai1a, trenches, old camps and 

abandoned mines everywhere. Fortunately th.1s area i8 not 

good sheep country, even though the mountains are high 

enough. They are all gently, rolling types. with little 

or no escape terrain and no winter range. Ho sheep signs 

were observed, and it is doubtful that any of these 

(in any number), even in "pre

However, caribou signs are common in 

certain areas, and a larqe bull caribou was observed on 

Victoria Nt. This entire area is accessible by trails 

from Carmacks and many hunters go in here per vehicle 

to get thei.r moose. 



GAME SURVEY in Ruby Range on July 21. 1974 

OBSERVER: M. HOEFS 

PILOT: 

HOURS: 

C. FORD 

3.7 

HELICOPTER: Hill.er l2E OKQ 

WEATHER: Overcast 

COVERAGE: 80% 

The area surveyed is about 200 square mil.as in size 

and is bordered by Talbot Creek in the south, Tyrrel 

Creek in the east, and Dwarf Birch Creek in the north 

and west. For the purpose of this survey it was sub

divided into three regions, referred to as 11 in the 

southeast, 12 in the east, and 13 in the north (see map 

for details of boundaries). 

Both, subdivision I2 and I3, do not have any sheep. 

These areas consist of gently rolling hills wi th no great 

elevations, no aacape terrain and winter range. They are 

caribou habitat areas, even though no caribou were seen. 

Area 11 i8 good sheep country, with winter ranges 

found along Talbot Creek on southfacing slope. Only 14 

rams could be located of which 10 were legal. None was 

exceptional (full curl). Judging from the size of the 

sheep habitat, the number of trails observed. and the 

number of old rams seen, I estimate that a small population 

of about 80 sheep (including lambs) are utilizing this 

ranQe, I have at present no explanation al to whether the 

ewes had left the area or whether we missed them. 



GAME SURVEY in Ruby Range on July 22, 1974 

OBSERVER: M. HOEFS 

PILOT: C. FORD 

HOURS: 2.0 

HELICOPTER: Hiller 12E CF-OKQ 

WEATHER: Overcast 

The area surveyed consisted of three sma~1 mountains 

rang-es ~ocated the Kluane River and Donjek River north of 

the Alaska Highway. Only one of these ranges. that one 

located in the southeast corner of the area surveyed 

supports a small sheep population. We observed 14 rams 

in one band, of which 3 were legal. and in a J..arge nursery 

band we counted 44 nursery sheep and 10 lambs. The total 

number of sheep therefore was 68. and it is doubtful that 

any more are present, since the area was intensively sur

veyed twice. 

None of the other two ranges supports sheep at 

present. even though some suitable habitat exists on both. 

Guide Phil TEMPLE shot one 40 inch ram on the northern 

range during last season. but it was an individual isolated 

animal which most likely had moved there during the stir

up of the hunting season. The terrain between these three 

ranges is covered by either tundra or open spruce forest. 

and it is likely that all three ranges may at times be used 

by the small population observe... Dispersal into or out of 

this area across the Donjek and Kluane rivers is highly 

unlikel.y. 



GAME SURVEY in Ruby Range on July 23. 1974 

OBSERVER: M. HOEFS 

PILOT: c. FORD 

HOURS: 3.7 

HELICOPTER: Hiller 12E CF-OKQ 

WEATHER: Sunny alternating with 
overcast 

The area surveyed is one of the best sheep habitats 

in the Yukon. It is bordered by Gladstone Creek in the 

north, Venus Creek and Fourth of July Creek in the east, 

Cultus Creek in the south. and Kluane Lake in the west. 

This 120 square mi.le area is referred to a.s area'" 

tlJ3" on the maps and it .1s comparable in sheep densities 

to the best areas in Kluane National Park. Sheep were 

observed in 18 different bands spread over the surveyed 

area, except on the areas bordered by Snyder Creek and 

Venus Creek in the east and an unnamed creek pa.ralleling 

the 138 0 12' longitude in the west, which consists of 

gently rolling country with little escape terrain and no 

high peaks. Most rams were located between thi.s latter, 

unnamed creek and Swanson Creek in the west. While most 

nursery bands were located west of Swanson Creek as well 

as alonq Cultu8 Creek, a11 at fairly high altitudes. The 

winter ranqes are located on three different "spurs" 

along Cul.. tus Creek on south .... facing slopes and on one cliff 

faCing' K1uane Lake west of a 5719 foot peak, on a south

west facinq slope. 
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The coverage of this survey was excellent and it is 

assumed that 90% or more of the sheep in this area were 

locatad. No other big game animals besides sheep were 

observed during this survey. 

A total of 278 sheep were located of which 186 were 

classified. All ram bands were classified. The total 

number of sheep estimated to inhabitat this range at this 

time i8 about 300. 

A total of 71 rams were observed in ram bands. of 

these 34 were legal, 37 were young. Some of the legal 

rams were good trophies. Of the total number of nursery 

sheep of 205 a total of 81 were nursery sheep wi th 34 

lambs, the remaining 92 nursery sheep could not be separated 

but a photograph of most of these were taken which would 

a.llow further separation of adul t and young. 



GAME SURVEY - Ruby Range, July 27, 1974 

OBSERVER: M. HOEFS 

PILOT: C. FORD 

4.1 

HELICOPTER: Hiller 12E CF-OKQ 

WEATHER: Mainly sunny II some showers 

HOURS: 

The area flown is referred to as area tlJ2" on the 

map and is bordered by Raft Creek and Rockslide Creek in 

the north, Talbot Arm of Kluane Lake in the wes t, Glad

stone Creek and Gladstone Lakes in the south, and an 

unnamed creek between Gladstone Lakes and the headwaters 

of Rocks11de Creek approximately at longitude 1. 38° 07·, 

in the east. 

Besides for sheep, no other big qame an1m_los were 

observed during this flight. 

Sheep were observed in 18 different bands" ranging 

in size from single anima1s to nursery bands of 18, 19, 

26 and 30. Ram bands were usually smaller, 5 to 1 animals 

per band beinq the most commonly found band size. 

A total of 1 71 sheep were observed and classified, 

consistinq of 86 nursery sheep with 18 lambs and 21 

legal rams as well as 46 young rams. 

The coverage was very good, about 90%, and it is 

estimated that the total population in this area may be 

about 200 sheep. Most sheep were located around the 

centre of the survey are. among the high mountains. Some 

winter ranges were located along the Gladstone Lakes. The 
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small isolated mountain range north of the mouth of 

Gladstone Creek does not have any sheep, but a few trails 

were located. 


